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Jan. - Jul. 2014

Nov. 2009 - May 2011

SEO Copywriter, online content editor, marketing assistant and blogger 
at JLL Fitness and JLL Electronics Ltd. (Birmingham)

My first task at JLL Fitness was to assist in the build and launch of their new website; I
have since been responsible for the web content including copy and images for
jllfitness.co.uk and jllelectronics.co.uk. Since launch we have seen an increase in organic 
search traffic and an increase in returning visitors.

- Responsible of creating layout and content for manual´s book of our products by using
InDesign.

- Creating online content to proactively promote our fitness equipment, taking 
photographs and using plain English to communicate our message.

- Using Google Analytics and social media data to pitch new content ideas to senior
staff.

- Working as Marketing Assitant to ensure consistent and proactive Social Media 
communication across different social networks.

- Writing, directing and filming promotion´s video about a new treadmill, which was 
waiting for aprobation from my line manager.

- Responsible for online content, communicating its importance to the company through
regular updates and mutual understanding.

- Blogging for different sites to link building.
- Creating design of fitness equipment, boxes to packed the products, ads and design of

the JLL logo that would be placed on the warehouse building.
- Monitoring web statistics through Google Analytics and feedback to branch committee.
- Maintaining reports to ensure job targets were met and updated stock databases.

Online Content Editor, SEO Copywriter and blogger at GuadarramaHoy website (Spain)

- Responsible for 'GuadarramaHoy' website since its inception in November 2009. 
- Writing blog posts, taking photographs and working as Community Manager.
- Supporting the SEO strategy by writing engaging SEO copy, using the correct tone of

voice.
- Supporting social media strategy by managing, writing and updating the Guadarrama

Hoy blog.
- Selecting Guadarrama Town Hall press releases and re-writing the content for the 

website.

About me
Journalist with five years’ experience and a passion for creating headlines and persuasive

copy. And Online Content Editor who has created and managed successful online content
for JLL Fitness and JLL Electronics Ltd. I am a skilled and creative communicator, adept at
working with other web professionals. A versatile, enthusiastic and hard-working person
with a practical hands-on approach, who always perseveres to achieve the best results. 

Personal skills

Technical skills

Creative skills

Script

HTML, Google Analytics, Wordpress, Photoshop, Dreamweaver, InDesign, QuarkXpress and
Microsoft Office.

Copywriting, blogging, writing, photography, adapting content for different audiences, cop-
yediting, SEO and social media.

Television Script Course. (Spain).
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My achievements
2011

2010

2004

2002

Diploma for Web Page Design (Spain).

Diploma in First contest in media managment local On-line that allows citizens to
upload their comments and news. (Spain).

Diploma for the making of two videos as camerawoman and production assistant in a
campaign for Traffic Department in Spain.

Diploma photographic minilaboratory in Kodak’s Laboratory. (Spain).

When I am not working, I can be find...

My qualifications

2010

2002

Graduated in Journalism by Complutense University in Spain.

Higher Technical Image by Secondary School ‘Príncipe Felipe’. (Spain).

References available on request.

Social
media

Music

Books

Magazines

Writing Photography

Travelling

Cinema

Journalist in ‘La Guía’ magazine and ’Porlasierra’ Online Content Editor. (Spain)

- Conducting, researching for new articles, sections, interviews and advertising features. 
- Planning of different pages, taking photographs, editing articles and coverage, 

reviewing drafts and keeping relations with advertisers. 
- Responsible for 'Por la sierra' website. 
- Collaborating in writing, editing and taking photographs for restaurants’ brochures. 
- Writing, editing and taking photographs for the ‘Madrid’s mountain range tourist

guide’ in its first and second edition, which sold out within weeks of launch.

Contributor to radio program ‘Mil Palbras’. (Spain)

- Collaborating for ‘A thousand words’ Betis radio program.
- Debating different hot topics such as politics or education.

Journalist in ‘El Universo de Madrid’ diary. (Spain)

- Writing the latest news and layout in the "Sierra Norte".
- Conducting research for new articles.

Coordinator of the ‘Interfolk’ magazine. (Spain)

- Coordinating information, keeping track of the shows, dates and artists to maintain a
database.

Camera assistant in ‘Expansión TV’ Recoletos Group. (Spain)

- Recording of reports and interviews about economic topics.
- Recording live broadcasts from the Madrid Stock Exchange.

Oct. 2006 - Nov. 2009

2009

Mar. 2008

May and Jun. 2006

2002 (3 months)
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